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INFORMATION TERRAIN VISUALIZER
The Information  Terrain  Visualizer  (iTV) is a  Web-based application that  enables strategic 
communication, information  operations, psychological  operations and public diplomacy  experts 
to gather, monitor, analyze, map and assess global information  environment  activities and 
trends to improve the decision-making  process.  iTV  provides user-tailored, graphically  rich  and 
intuitively  obvious,  visual  display  modules of the information  environment across any  open-
source public  and private  data,  including  the people and processes that  occupy  and operate 
within the information space.

iTV  aggregates multiple, disparate, raw  or  processed, information streams in  real-time, through 
a  variety  of methods based on  user-defined requirements to identify  patterns,  trends and 
reactions resulting from local and global information activities. 

Integrated dashboard modules display  information as maps,  network diagrams,  charts and 
graphs, illustrations, or in  any  visual  manner  based on  user requirements.  Users can  collect, 
monitor  and map specific events by  aggregating  existing or user-defined data  streams and 
information  processes to create visualization  narratives that  enable informed discussion, 
decision, plans and actions.

The iTV  process for  collecting and presenting  data into modular  dashboard displays establishes 
a  common  operating  environment  for  users to manage specific categories of activity  within  and 
across the strategic,  operational  and tactical information  space. Social  networking  discussion 
boards, wikis, blogs, Twitter,  common  bookmarks and activity-sharing  included in  the 
dashboard architecture enable robust team  comprehension,  collaboration, coordination  and 
integration.



iTV  is based on  Web technology  standards that make it accessible, understandable  and usable 
with  minimal training.  Its modular  design  and workflow  management approach  is common  in 
systems being  used by  some of the world's fastest  growing companies and provides numerous 
benefits, including:

• Built-in  flexibility  to create and change workflows and dashboard functionality  in  hours and 
days rather than months and years.

• Integrated search  capability  across multimedia and geospatial  data,  and information  including 
diverse structured, semi-structured and/or unstructured data sets.

• Direct manipulation  and information-to-data correlation,  drilling down  from  graphical 
visualizations to a  full  range of analysis and assessment  tools.  The results are coordinated 
within an integrated, networked and searchable large view.

• Visualizations that  allow  analysts, planners and operators to graphically  display  multi-
dimensional relationships (geo-based correlations,  location  and relationship networks over 
time, changes in location, etc).

• Methodology  that  enables insights to emerge through  modeling  of individual and group 
transactions within the information environment.

• Transparent, machine-assisted, direct  and indirect  collaboration provides insight, to and from 
colleagues, across space and time.

• Tools and methodologies built  to respond to existing  and changing  mission  requirements 
leverage user  judgment,  skill and experience to generate,  capture and process analytic events 
for metrics and adaptive tuning.

• Rapid construction  and deployment  of automated, customer-defined workflows eliminate 
repetitive tasks and enable an  iTV-empowered “improvement environment”  where users 
proactively  tailor  module design  and performance through  active discovery,  modification  and 
optimization.

• Easy incorporation of existing third-party freeware or subscription applications.

The Information  Terrain  Visualizer is offered using  a  Software as a  Service (SAAS) model via a 
monthly  license fee that  is dependent  on the number  of modules,  data sources, and users.  It  also 
deploys on mobile devices. 

To arrange a demonstration or for more information, please contact us.


